
AT A GLANCE
TIBCO® RTView® BusinessWorks™ Monitor System is an out-of-the-box solution 
that provides a centralized view of both real-time and historical performance 
metrics across numerous TIBCO ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks™ instances and 
supporting infrastructure. 

The product enables you to continually assess and analyze the health and 
performance of your ActiveMatrix Businessworks environment, gain early 
warning of issues with historical context, and effectively plan for capacity of your 
environment. It does so by aggregating and analyzing key performance metrics 
and presenting the results, in real time, through meaningful dashboards as data is 
collected for the following elements:
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•  Servers
•  Processes
•  Engines
•  Activities
•  Hosts

•  Applications
•  App Nodes
•  App Slices
•  Processes
•  Hosts

TIBCO RTView BusinessWorks Monitor System enables you to dramatically speed 
the correlation of crucial troubleshooting data for ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks. 
You can compare real-time performance information across multiple domains and 
instances within a single view and leverage historical information to provide a 
centralized view of metrics over specific time intervals. Perhaps most importantly, 
TIBCO RTView BusinessWorks Monitor System allows you to navigate and drill 
down through the data to analyze the history behind the metrics associated with 
the problem.

TIBCO RTVIEW BUSINESSWORKS MONITOR SYSTEM ALLOWS YOU TO:

•  Centralize views of current and historical performance metrics across numerous 
domains and ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks environments 

•  Consolidate monitoring for both ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks versions 5 and 6 
within the same monitoring tool

•  Effectively plan for capacity of your ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks environment 
through the use of pre-configured TIBCO Spotfire® reports

•  Proactively address performance issues before they happen

TIBCO RTView BusinessWorks Monitor System

BENEFITS

FASTER TROUBLESHOOTING
Dramatically speeds 
the correlation of 
crucial troubleshooting 
data for ActiveMatrix 
BusinessWorks users.

ENHANCED VISIBILITY
Compares real-time performance 
information across multiple 
ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks 
environments and versions within 
a single view.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Helps you leverage historical 
information to provide a 
centralized view of ActiveMatrix 
BusinessWorks metrics over 
specific time intervals.

TRACEABILITY
Enables navigation through 
the data to assess the history 
behind the metrics associated 
with a problem.

CUSTOM VIEWS
Lets you create custom 
monitoring displays (optional 
with the RTView Builder).
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ATTRIBUTES & CAPABILITIES
ADVANCED ACTIVEMATRIX 
BUSINESSWORKS ALERTING
The RTView alerting system enables you to define 
default thresholds against an entire deployment of 
ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks engines. In addition, 
pre-defined alert rules, screens for changing alert 
thresholds, and alert event management help you 
filter and respond to the most critical alerts. Existing 
TIBCO Hawk® rule bases can also be integrated into 
the alerting system. TIBCO RTView BusinessWorks 
Monitor System will also automatically discover new 
engines and apply alerts for them without requiring 
any additional configuration.

Summary showing the status and memory consumption 
of all ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks engines.

HISTORY
The system’s historian stores and manages the aging 
of important performance data so that analysis can 
be performed against critical metrics at any time in 
the past.

SUPPORT FOR LARGE DEPLOYMENTS
TIBCO RTView BusinessWorks Monitor System can 
scale extensively, incorporating into a single view the 
real-time performance of hundreds of Activematrix 
BusinessWorks engines across geographically 
dispersed domains. You can further view how the 
alerting system is performing to ensure scalability of 
the TIBCO environment.

You can monitor ActiveMatrix BusinessWorks across 
multiple nodes and performance issues.

ENHANCED USER NAVIGATION
The user navigation provides additional metrics, new 
navigation, and advanced sorts and views that help 
you better identify potential bottlenecks in your 
TIBCO environments.


